[The assessment of the risk of altitude decompression sickness during simulation of repeated (with 12 hour interval) exits into open space].
Purpose of the investigation was to assess contribution of repeated (with a 12-hr interval) decompression to the risk of altitude decompression sickness (ADS) by simulation of 6-hr extravehicular activities (EVA) of space crewmembers in altitude chamber. The protocol included "ascents" of 6 essentially healthy male subjects at the age of 24 to 51 to the altitude of 7,600 m (37 kPa) following 30-min prebreathing (elimination of nitrogen from the body by breathing pure oxygen through a mask at the ambient pressure of 73 kPa = 2,600 m). Each subject participated in 2 experimental exposures: first initial and then repeated decompression. None of 24 "ascents" produced clinical signs of ADS. Comparison of the data concerning frequency and time points of detection by ultrasonic Doppler equipment of gas bubbles (GB) in the venous bed during decompression with initial, maximal and mean values of US signal intensity failed to state a significant difference between them. Data of the investigation were confronted with anticipated length of GB dispersion in body tissues.